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Exploratory Climbing in the
Cordillera de Cocapata, Bolivia

(Plates 53-56)

For those bent on building a mountaineering reputation Bolivia has
perhaps less to offer than some of its Latin American neighbours. The

6000m tops of the Cordillera Real are the magnet for most visiting
mountaineers and a couple of the volcanic peaks on the Chilean border are
frequently climbed. However, for those not desperate to bag peaks with
instantly recognisable names, there are rich opportunities for new climbing
in the minor ranges well off the beaten track yet readily accessible in a
single day's travel.

The advantages for the club-level climber are the predictable, dry, clear,
settled weather through a long season which matches our British summer
holiday period, and a wide choice of largely unexplored areas. Once in
Bolivia, costs are low, the politics moderate, transport available and the
mountaineering logistical support infrastructure developing steadily,
though there is still little by way of rescue support. Those choosing the
lesser ranges will almost certainly have the tops to themselves while sharing
the valleys with farmers, and by selecting their areas they can be putting up
routes on endogenously untouched peaks.

On this 1999 trip the Yorkshire Ramblers' Club followed up Evelio
Echevarria's suggestion (AJI02, 154-160, 1997) of the Cordillera de
Cocapata to the east of the Quimsa Cruz, and north of the Tunari ridge
above Cochabamba, mentioned in the more detailed general guidebooks
to Bolivia. Two weeks were spent in the range as part of a six-week visit to
Peru, Bolivia and Chile, running from June to August, by twelve members
of the YRC. Three members acclimatised in style by sailing a local
fisherman's boat across Lake Titicaca and camping each night on various
islands.

A ten-hour Landcruiser drive from La Paz took our five climbers, cook
and fixer-cum-climber, Javier Thellache of Andean Summits, to the edge of
the range. After a night's camp, a drive round to Peiias saw all the gear
piled beside the rough road and our transport heading back to the capital.
Within the hour Javier, who had not previously visited the range, had
explained our plans to an incredulous farming family and gained their
assistance in providing horses and freshly instructed porters to carry the
gear to a high lake a couple of hours away. There we established a base
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camp at Lago Chacapata (c4450m) in a llama corral. Across the lake, just
an hour's walk away, the brown, granite slabs of Jatlincasa rose to 5000m.
This chain of peaks runs for another ten kilometres to the north, and in
two weeks of steady activity we managed to investigate most of them.

Jatlincasa (5025m) provided a good first climb, though the 450m, 400

slabs (HD) lacked reliable protection. One rope of two kept to the left edge
looking over the cold, steep south face, while another followed a more
central line of cracks. The lower third of the slabs had every horizontal
ledge covered in viscacha droppings. When chanced upon in Bolivia these
dog-sized relatives of chinchillas would, at first sight, scamper up the steepest
rocks in a blur of motion, while in Chile their counterparts squat on their
haunches taking the sun until you are just a few metres away. From the top
of the slabs a couple of rope lengths along a broken ridge gained the double
summit.

Jaruncasa's 450m slab seen from the north with the two rontes marked

This, we thought, was Herzog's Incachaca, climbed in 1911, but we found
no trace of a cairn. Nearby, Sankhayuni (c 4960m) was an easier ascent
and sported an old cairn so perhaps this was Herzog's peak. Descending
to the west required care, scrambling over stacked blocks and scree-covered
ledges. We abseiled the later sections.

The next peak to the north, a series of overlapping granite slabs, attracted
our attention each morning from base camp as its tip shone white for the
first hour or so. What else could this be but birdlime? The top, Sankhayuni V
(c 4940m), we fancifully dubbed the Condor's Nest. It gave three 50m
pitches (HVD) on a contorted route up slabs and ledges with connecting
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scrambles. This was on the soundest, steepest granite in the valley and
would yield other continuous, longer climbs or an airy switchback traverse
along the crest. The diamond-shaped summit block was perched atop two
similar blocks with a tunnel between them. Far from being any sort of nest
the top carried a grey lichen-covered slab angled to reflect the dawn rays
down to camp. We descended by the same route and walked back past a
puma's lair or larder in the boulder field below. This peak was the only one
we needed to revisit due to poor weather as after a couple of hours' snowfall
we had abandoned the first attempt.

Cerro Sankhayuni has several tops which are difficult to distinguish clearly
from below. The highest was climbed via two chimney gullies (D). The
first ascent of the second top involved four pitches of unprotected climbing
similar to that on Jarnncasa and a three-abseil descent of a loose couloir.
The third gave a pleasant scramble up the easy-angled slabs of the NE ridge
and a shattered summit ridge to a previously unclimbed top.
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Crystal clear nights gave unpolluted views of the Milky Way and saw the
temperature plummet to several degrees of frost. The twelve hours of
daylight usually saw the sun shining throughout to raise the temperature
well above freezing, though the light to moderate winds were chilling,
especially in the shade. Distractions from climbing included passing alpaca
herds and herders, squabbling condors and caracaras feeding on a pony
carcass, marine fossils in the shale and a small earthquake measuring 3.9
on the Richter scale disturbingly dislodging small rocks during one day's
ascents. We bought small quantities of potatoes, quinoa, maize, unleavened
bread, mutton and, occasionally, trout, from visitors or back in the village,
to supplement our La Paz bought supplies.

With all the prominent local tops climbed, we turned our attention to
some of the more attractive mountains we had seen to the north as we
drove in. Putting a single tent six kilometres away by a col at the source of
the Rio Huallpani, west of Cerro Willpanki and occupying it in turn, we
tackled both of Willpanki's tops, Pututuni and Malpaso, among others.

Willpanki (4960m) dominates the view from the east with its long red
tombstone face running unbroken right to the summit. It could be
approached directly and would make a good climb though a more serious
undertaking than our climbs. We, however, were tackling the other, colder
side. One rope climbed the steep but broken SW ridge to make the first
ascent of Willpanki's main summit despite some poor rock (S in places).
Their descent to th~north and into the head of the corrie above our tent
was complicated by a lack of abseil anchors and is not recommended.

A second pair ascended the SW ridge of the second summit (49l5m)
with 500m of cold, shaded climbing starting from the lowest point on the
buttress and following the rough rib to the tower (4565m), then a narrow
crest to the summit. Short walls provided several odd problems (VD) and,
in places, loose material on ledges required care. This top is often visited
via the easier eastern slopes to the north-east. Our arrival here was marked
with a close inspection by one of the local condors on a slow fly past. Similar
checks were made on us as we topped many ridges or peaks, whether out
of curiosity or expectation of carrion we never knew. A descent of a steep
corrie a short way to the north regained the camp.

Just to the south is Malpaso (as named on the IGM map, 4760m) which
was scrambled by a pleasant SW gully and slabby ridge (D-) and later via
the north flank and a short gully, then loose summit ridge (E).

Pututuni (4858m) is a complex mountain with four main ridges and
numerous summits. Exploration of these provided a navigational challenge
in uncharacteristically extensive cloud and on verglased rock. Loose rock
in places marred an otherwise interesting scramble (M/D-).

A dozen or so other peaks were topped including the barrel-shaped Cerro
Torre (48l6m) which required a few moves to climb a wall crack. Many
opportunities, other than those already mentioned on Willpanki and
Sankhayuni, exist for new ascents and await the next party. We considered,
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but left for others, ascents of the long ridges to the SW of Jamncasa, Puma
Apacheta (not to be confused with Poma Apacheta, easy scrambling rarely
above M) and other more northerly peaks. Our Andean Summits guide was
aware of various other areas offering similar potential for new routes.
Incidentally he was able to make mobile telephone contact with La Paz,
from the top of Jamncasa, probably via Cochabamba, should emergency
transport have been needed. The few vehicles we did see moving along the
unmade road through Peiias were connected with the current development
of the water supply to Cochabamba.

The valleys are used extensively for alpaca and sheep grazing and the
farmers are not familiar with climbing as an activity. Curious visitors to
our camp suggested we must really be making a film, treasure hunting,
searching for Inca remains, minerals or gems. We had to work hard at
reassuring one family that we were not hunting viscacha and puma or
poaching trout from their lake. Contacts such as these enriched our days.
Two that stick in the mind were the Kallahuaya's (spiritualist herbalist
healer's) nocturnal incantations to remove displaced lake spirits from our
cook's eye and the huntsman, whose .22 rifle barrel was attached to the
stock by stapled inner-tubing, stopping and chatting before striding off
determined to find the puma which had taken an alpaca in the next-but
one valley. It would, no doubt be the latter's actions which caused the
local viscachas to be on the alert and scuttle away so quickly.

For highly independent, small groups with three or four weeks available,
seeking exploratory climbing at modest grades and making all their own
decisions, well away from it all, Bolivia's minor ranges, such as the Cordillera
de Cocapata, have a lot to offer. The acclimatisation problems are not
excessive, the people, flora and fauna are interesting and the sun shines
almost every day, while you have the peaks to yourselves. The previous
climbing group in the area was Herzog's during 1911 and the only other
visitors, according to the locals, have been the occasional hunter or recent
mountain biker from Cochabamba. Herzog mentioned 'bizarrely- formed
peaks ... steep rocky horns' and an 'extraordinarily impressive black tower'
in the area, Echevarria called it a 'climbers' playground', though Yossi
Brain's typically cutting comment was 'no snow, shite rock, why bother?'
Well he was right about the extensive shattered marine shales which cover
all the lower slopes and some peaks. Yet there is good sound rock on the
conspicuous towers and slabs and many natural lines form long new routes
climbable in a day - so that's why we bothered and we were glad we did.

Opposite page
Willpanki 11 and I seen from Khocha Khasa to the west. The route on 11 is the
ridge forming the right-hand edge. On Willpanki I the route followed the nearer
of the two ridges on the right and descended the left-hand skyline.
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Summary:
David Hick, Tim Josephy, Duncan Mackay, Rory Newman and Michael
Smith (leader) explored the climbing potential of the Cordillera de Cocapata,
Bolivia, as part of a Yorkshire Ramblers' Club expedition during June and
July 1999, with the assistance of Jose Camarlinghi and Javier Thellache of
Andean Summits. Stable weather permitted climbing ascents of Jaruncasa,
Willpanki 1 & II and Sankhayuni II & V on granite at around 500m HD
reaching c5000m summits. Several other first ascents were made by
scrambles and many other tops climbed. The area has potential for other,
harder and longer climbs especially on Willpanki and on the south and
west sides of the range.

Further Information:
A sixty page description of aspects of the 1999 trip is included in the 12th
issue of the YRC Bulletin which is available at £5, including p&p, from
Michael Smith, 80 Towngate Road, Worrall, Sheffield, S35 OAR. A nine
page summary of the new mountaineering in the Cordillera de Cocapata
and on Volcan Ollagiie in the Cordillera Occidental on the Bolivia/Chilean
border is available to anyone sending a stamped addressed envelope.

Maps:
Instituto Geognifico Militar de Bolivia, 1:50000, Series H73l, Edition 1,
1968, reprinted 1991, Sheets 6342-IV lcari, 6242-1 Comunidad Tiquirpaya,
6242-II, Morochata, and Edition 2, Sheet 6342-1II Cordillera del Tunari,
1989, printed 1990.



53. Cordillera de Cocapata: Cerro Jatuncasa slabs. New routes: left-hand edge and centre
of left slab. The descent route is close to the right skyline. (Michael Smith) (p 138)



54. Cerro Willpanki J seen from the south across Poma Apacheta and an intervening low ridge.
Willipanki's slabs are unclimbed. The route of ascent was the left skyline.
(Michael Smith) (p J38)

55. Peaks of the Cordillera de Cocapata seen from across Lago Calzonani:
Cerro Jatuncasa (mid left), Sankhayuni V (back centre) and three of the other Sankhayuni
peaks (mid right). All are climbed but the far left peaks are not. (Michael Smith) (p138)



56. Cordillera de Cocapata. Cerro Willpanki II seen from the west. The route of ascent
was the long rib right of the deep gully to a square tower and left to the summit.
(Michael Smith) (p 138)
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